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This offer presents a proposal of cooperation with the Pick and Taste 

company. We are ready to modify all aspects of it to make it suitable for the needs 
of our Clients’ Guests.  

 
 
 
 
 

In case of any queries, please be free to contact us at:  
 

Pick and Taste 
info@pickandtaste.pl 
Tel. 22 855-55-05 
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We have the pleasure to introduce to You an offer, concerning hosting of 

tastings on noble alcohols and excellent cigars, combined with a spectacular 
showing of pool tricks. The experts from the Pick and Taste company will guide you 
through the secrets of tasting and the show will be hosted by several world 
champion in pool tricks and artistic pool, Bogdan Wołkowski.   

 
The pool tasting is an extremely interesting attraction, diversifying company 

meetings, theme evenings or company anniversaries. This offer is a perfect 
completion of the whole evening, thanks to two, how different but simultaneously 
completing each other, shows. We guarantee at least 4 hours of splendid 
enjoyment. 

 
A glass of whisky or cognac and a hand-made cigar have always accompanied 

duels on the green cloth. The presented offer combines the tasting of exclusive 
alcohols and excellent kinds of cigars with the demonstration of tricks and learning 
how to play this surely involving sport. The participants at first learn the art of 
tasting, they get to know the spirit of savoir-vivre and they also get acquainted 
with the basics of combining drinks and dishes, afterwards they watch, holding a 
glass of noble whisky malt and a cigar, the incredible strokes of Bogdan Wołkowski. 
After this spectacular show, the participants may return to the tasting or play a 
game with the master. Both attractions may also take place simultaneously within 
the frameworks of the connoisseur's corner.  

We propose two forms of demonstrations, however they can be freely 
modified: 

 
Exclusive meetings: in an intimate venue, the participants have a chance to 

taste the finest alcohols and cigars or to undertake the challenge to play pool with 
the world champion. 

During the tasting, the atmosphere of a club meeting is being created, 
directed towards initiating a pleasant, non-obliging mood within the group. The 
knowledge, which is being passed during the tasting, is in a loose form of a lecture 
directed on giving answers to all sorts of questions bothering the participants. 
Afterwards, the participants admire the showing of pool tricks and try their own 
skills in a game with the master.  

 
Connoisseur's corner: in specially arranged parts of the room alcohol and 

cigar corners are placed, as well as pool tables. Each participant can 
simultaneously draw information on the ways of tastings, differing the tastes and 
scents and can also try to beat the master in a pool game. Both in the spirit corner 
and the pool corner an atmosphere of uniqueness and exclusiveness is created.  

The essence of this part of the demonstration is the possibility of 
coexistence of the two attractions and a close contact between the lecturer and 
the participants. This less formal kind of meeting enables the participants, alone or 
in small groups, to decide which of the attractions is more interesting to them in 
the moment. 
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Pool 
 
 
 Pool, compared very often to tennis or golf, is nowadays one of the most 
popular social games. Once, known only in France or Great Britain, now is very 
popular also in Poland.  
  
 How badly can this game fascinate you, was proven by the captain of the 
Napoleonic army, Mingaud. In the twenties of the XIXth century he was placed in 
prison, but for his good behaviour, he was given a right to play on the pool table, 
which was inside. While playing games with an unknown opponent, he got involved 
so much, that he asked the director of the facility to extend his stay in prison for 
another eight days. For sure, playing a game on the green cloth gives you a lot of 
pleasure, but the true experience is a showing of the most complicated strokes in 
this game.     
  
 The demonstration of pool tricks done by the several world champion Bogdan 
“Wizard” Wołkowski, is an unforgettable experience, combining not only a “show” 
but also learning how to play this fantastic game.  
  
 The showings of the pool tricks are a great deal of fun, during which it is 
shown how to put in not only two, three or five pool balls, but even fourteen. 
During the demonstration, the pool balls are jumping, describing circles, going 
around obstacles, going back, standing one on the other and doing all sorts of 
surprising tricks.  
  
 The guests are especially encouraged to active participation in the showing, 
by giving them a chance to make some strokes on their own. Repeatedly they are 
the ones to prepare the toughest, most complicated obstacles, so that the stroke 
would become even tougher.   
  
 Each participant may receive a compact disc, on which the most complicated 
strokes made by Bogdan Wołkowski will be recorded, or a pool ball placed on a 
support with the master's signature.  
 
 After the demonstration, all sorts of games are being organized. It is also 
possible to learn how to do some basic tricks on your own.  
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Tasting 
 
 
The tasting of alcohols or cigars is a stimulation of all senses and an 

incredible pleasure of unveiling the unknown. Spirits from all over the world are an 
unique opportunity to get to know the variety of aromas and tastes and to find a 
favourite style. The presentations are full of practical advices and stories. We set 
much store to direct contact with the participants.  

 
In order to draw pleasure from the tasting, you just need to get to know a 

couple of basic rules, reach for the appropriate glass filled with a noble spirit or for 
a hand – made cigar and after a few moments you will take delight in the perfect 
taste and aroma. The tastings organized by us guarantee the highest quality, 
unforgettable fun and a form that is adjusted to individual needs of our Client.    

 
Each kind of tasting is connected with delivering interesting information, 

mostly very detailed, but sometimes also very basic, with the object of 
encouraging the participants to enter the world of noble spirits and cigars. 
Therefore, the participants may also be people, who are not well acquainted with 
the topic, as well as the ones, who are professionally connected with the tobacco 
or alcohol industry.    

 
During the tasting, we ensure products of the highest quality, almost 

unavailable on the polish market. We suggest in the case of strong alcohols, at 
least 5 sorts of the given spirit, in case of wines 7 sorts and at least 2 different 
cigars. The products chosen by us stand out, because of the tremendous variety of 
types, what enables every participant to find the most appropriate taste and aroma 
for him.  

  
After the tasting we provide professional tasting cards, taste and aromas 

maps, information hand outs about all tasted products and specialist glass. We can 
also provide hostesses, who will help serve the guests and who are trained in the 
rules of serving and tasting of noble spirits and cigars. We are convinced, that their 
presence will vary each event and will be a special attraction, especially for the 
male part of the group. 

 
In the end of the tasting, several practical advices are being exposed, which 

will help in choosing the bottle in the restaurant, matching the appropriate glass 
and cigar or creating a private collection. 

 
All tastings and trainings are hosted also in English and German.  
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About the company 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
We conduct professional tastings and trainings on noble spirits and cigars. 

We possess specialist and very comprehensive knowledge. What is more, 
sophisticated and exquisite spirits, as well as tobacco of the highest rate, are our 
real passion. Events organized by us guarantee the best quality, unforgettable 
entertainment and a form adjusted to individual needs of our Clients. 

 


